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ANNUAL MEETING
State Bar Act whereby we will have authority, if we see fit to exercise
it, to join the American Bar Association.
A division was called for and the motion was carried, 64 voting Aye and 31
voting Nay.
REPORT OF THE CommiTTEE ON LEGAL Am
Mr. Malcolm A. McDonald of Yakima
Mr. Malcolm A. McDonald supplemented the report of the Committee on Legal Aid
published in the Washington State Bar N'ews, Vol. IX, p. 26, by the following remarks:
What is the status of Legal Aid in Washington? What suggestions
and recommendations can be made to the local bar associations to
improve and maintain their legal aid programs? The Committee has
been endeavoring to get some answers to the foregoing questions. The
inquiry continues but we have some suggestions to offer to the Local
Bar Associations which we think should be presented at this con-
vention.
I might say that the Committee has had somewhat of a frustrating
experience finding out just exactly what the situation is concerning
legal aid in this State. It is sort of like chasing a will-o-the-wisp. It
is a matter of opinions and some considerable vagueness, and this
committee has found from experience that our work is of no avail
unless we have the cooperation of some of the local associations.
Now, as to the status of the legal aid, we would like to mention this
situation. In a recent list of legal aid offices prepared by the National
Legal Aid Association and the American Bar Association-if I may be
permitted to use that name-this list shows that there are only two
offices in the State of Washington recognized by the makers of that
list: Seattle and Yakima. Now, we feel that perhaps that is not
entirely fair to the other cities where there are informal volunteer
committees, and it is the hope of the committee that in the lists in
future years we will have other cities which can merit that approval
and recognition.
From our study it appears fhat legal aid in Washington is supported
almost entirely by the efforts and contributions of the lawyers alone.
The committee also feels that the Seattle office, particularly, needs
substantial additional financial support to handle its heavy responsi-
bilities. Perhaps that would be true of some of our other larger cities
if we had more information concerning their programs.
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Our inquiry has led us to give you these conclusions: First, that
the task of legal aid is too large to be supported by the bar associa-
tions alone, if a really adequate legal aid program is to be maintained,
particularly in our larger cities, and again with emphasis on Seattle.
The second point is that legal aid is a community service and its
support is the obligation of the community. The third point is that it
is our duty as lawyers to lead the way to a fuller cooperation from and
participation in these programs from the communities at large. About
this point we get down to the matter of money. The best available
information is that at the present time community chests supply sixty
percent of the funds now used in carrying on legal aid. The rest of
the money comes, nine and a half percent from tax funds, eight and a
half percent from bar associations and lawyers and a small amount
from clients and from registration fees, and fourteen percent from
other contributed funds.
It seems from the experience of legal aid in other states that the
solution to our financial problem of legal aid is to enlist the support of
our community chests and that is a suggestion that we make to the
members of the local bars when the problem of legal aid is taken up
there. Our information is that in the larger cities perhaps the best
form in which to carry on legal aid is to have a separate society incor-
porated as a charitable organization. Now, in the smaller cities such
as Yakima some combination of schemes will have to be worked out.
There will probably have to be voluntary committees and possibly
some help from community chests and some from similar organizations.
In Yakima we have a new special committee on revision of legal aid
and perhaps in several months we will know a good deal more about
how to handle these things in smaller communities. As far as the need
of legal aid is concerned, the best estimate is that twenty percent of
the population is unable to pay adequate legal fees.
The importance of legal aid is often overlooked. It is not fully
recognized by the average attorney because he comes into contact
with only a small portion of the problem, but from the standpoint of
our profession it is of vital long range importance. As I mentioned,
our suggestion to the local bars is that they orient their thinking to
obtain greater public participation. To paraphrase a statement of
Judge Medina, "It isn't that lawyers should do less but that commu-
nities should do more."
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